Ironshore Environmental to Offer Commercial Auto for Combined General Liability/Pollution Policyholders

NEW YORK, New York, April 9, 2020 – Ironshore Environmental announces the addition of commercial auto coverage for accounts with its established Environmental Protection Insurance Coverage Package (EPIC PAC).

Ironshore’s EPIC program is a combined general liability and pollution liability insurance product that provides cover for fixed-site manufacturing, distribution and processing facilities with potential environmental risk exposures. EPIC policyholders can now secure admitted commercial auto coverage on a $1 million combined single limit, with available excess capacity, written on Liberty Mutual paper. EPIC commercial auto policies can be obtained by small, medium and large businesses for employer automobiles or fleets of trucks or transportation vehicles.

“The addition of commercial auto to our EPIC coverage allows customers to benefit from an all-inclusive package for environmental businesses, backed by the financial strength of Liberty Mutual’s reputable automobile coverage,” stated Ironshore Environmental Senior Vice President & Product Line Manager, Maureen Lanty.

EPIC PAC insures against adverse pollution incidents caused by on-site manufacturing for a range of chemical, household, plastic and metal products, as well as for post-event remediation. The program extends coverage for pollution occurrences for at-risk classes of business, such as chemical product manufacturers and distributors, frac sand processing, proppant manufacturing and quarries, and waste treatment storage and disposal facilities.

About Ironshore

Ironshore, a Liberty Mutual Company, provides broker-sourced specialty property and casualty insurance coverages for varying risks. The Liberty Mutual group of companies is rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best and A (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s. For more information, please visit: www.ironshore.com
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